COVID-19 Rapid Response Platform

End-to-end integration for COVID-19 instruments, results, and the LIS
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COVID-19 and the lab
COVID-19 testing challenges

- Rapid spin-up of new instruments & tests
- Cumbersome technology deployments & workflows
- Increased pressure due to test volume, throughput, and turn-around-times (TAT)
COVID-19 Rapid Response Platform
What is the COVID-19 Rapid Response Platform?

Deployed and ready-to-use in approximately two weeks

Integrate instruments and seamlessly deliver results to your LIS

Scalable to meet future lab needs

Built on proven Instrument Manager Platform
What’s included?

- Integration of up to nine instruments
- LIS integration
- Dashboard for results review and analysis in Instrument Manager
- Professional implementation services
- Introductory Instrument Manager training
Get to know Data Innovations
The lab industry’s go-to Lab Enterprise Management leader

- 6000+ hospitals
- 85+ countries
- 30+ years of industry leadership
Our Vision

We empower labs to optimize patient care through transformative laboratory enterprise management solutions
Thought-leading customers & powerful partners
Solutions to optimize your enterprise ecosystem
Solutions to optimize your enterprise ecosystem

- Lab Intelligence
- Open Data Exchange
- Autoverification
- Discipline-focused Work Cells
- Sample Archival
- Pooled Specimen Testing
- COVID-19 Rapid Response Platform
- Daily & Peer QC
- Moving Averages & Medians
- Lab Proficiency Reporting
- Lab Quality Assurance with EP Evaluator
- High Availability & Disaster Recovery
- LIS Downtime Management
- Support, Consulting, & Training
- Analytics & Intelligence
- Connectivity
- Productivity
- Performance & Reliability
- Quality
530+ Instruments connected to one platform for a single customer with 60 labs and clinics, 4 LIS systems

1.5 M+ Tests per day across 150,000+ specimens daily

Multi-site and multi-LIS connectivity

25+ Disciplines supported with compatibility to 750+ devices

Backed by decades of results
Your lab. Your choice.

Any instrument
Any vendor
Any discipline

One platform
COVID-19 Resources
COVID-19 Resources from Data Innovations

- COVID-19 Driver Listing
- News Blog
- Virtual Thought Leadership events
Virtual Thought Leadership Event
The Lab’s “New Normal”: Thought Leadership to Navigate and Embrace Industry Change
November 12, 2020
10:00 AM PT /2:00 PM ET
Questions?